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NO:AP1101-2 V.1 

 

Release Note for VigorPhone 350 
 

Firmware Version: 12202.26.1.07 
Built Date: April 27, 2011 

Applied Models: VigorPhone 350 
 

 
VigorPhone enables you to make phone calls through the IP network instead of calling through a 
tradition local PSTN line. 

It is workable with VigorIPPBX series for auto provision capability. To manage various calling 
purposes, VigorPhone supports multi-SIP registration with different accounts (up to 10) and support 
G.722 codec for promoting voice quality. The simple WEB UI based configuration allows you to 
operate VigorPhone with ease. 

New Features  

 Support PPTP Client 

Improvement 
 Improved: Decrease the volume of the handset and MIC. 
 Improved: LCD display error when the language is set to Germany. 
 Improved: Voice setting does not work. 
 Improved: When there is an incoming call, VigorPhone 350 only shows the caller ID but not 

the display name. 
 Improved: The registered packet with tag cause registration failure of 3CX SIP server. 
 Improved: Something wrong with call transfer with tag. 
 Improved: BLF function of picking up phone call cannot be used when it is notified by 

VigorPhone.  
 Improved: No ring for the original caller while doing the unattended call transfer. 
 Improved: DND function would be enabled when set VigorPhone with factory default values. 
 Improved: Cannot register successfully while the proxy server’s port is different from SIP local 

port. 
 Improved: SIP local port setting is lost after rebooting the hardware (unplugging  POE cable 

or power supply). 
 Improved: When an external user makes a VoIP call to VigorIPPBX 2820 and then to 
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VigorPhone 350 (as extension), VigorPhone 350 doesn’t answer and reject the call directly, the 
caller will hear the ringing tone still. 

 Improved: VigorPhone 350 sends SUBSCRIBE packet even if the user configures speed dial 
rule on VigorPhone 350 only. 

 Improved: No port information displayed in the “contact”. 
 Improved: Users can scroll to disabled account (by UP/Down). 
 Improved: Call transfer failed due to wrong request URI in refer packet. 
 Improved: When a user is on the phone with line1, he/she cannot refuse to answer the 

incoming phone call from line 2.  
 Improved: Spelling error of “Temporatily unavailable” displayed on LED.  
 Improved: LAN device on PC cannot get IP address from the router when VLAN is enabled. 
 Improved: Allow Intercom Configuration error. 

Known Issue 

 Upgrading VigorPhone 350 to firmware version 12202.26.1.06 will cause device configuration 
reset to default. Please backup the System Configuration before upgrading to 12202.26.1.06 
and restore the file after the device successfully upgraded to 12202.26.1.06. 

Notes 
 If the firmware of the device is 12202.26.1.03 or earlier, please upgrade the VigorPhone 350 to 

12202.26.1.04 before performing device firmware upgrade to 12202.26.1.06. 

Modifications 

 None 

Bug Lists 

 None 


